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Professionals in our sector face challenges 
marketing their services and promoting their 
firms’ capabilities. Engineers’ and scientists’ 
comfort zone is in del ivering technical 
services but not necessarily marketing those 
services. 
I recall my own challenges marketing my 

technical services when I formed my consulting company in the 
early 80s. I struggled to make the distinction between “Marketing” 
and “Sales”, and to feel comfortable giving presentations, 
understanding how to convince the potential client to trust and 
value my professional services and to say the right things at the 
right time, all in an effort to promote the services I was offering. 
These are just a few of the challenges many young or even 
seasoned professionals face when they try to market their firm 
and their services.
The reality is that some people have a natural ability for 
marketing, selling, and promoting their services. However, most 
engineers and scientists did not learn the process of selling 
technical knowledge at university or college. These institutions 
put little emphasis on how technical attributes can be effectively 
communicated and delivered. As a result, professional services 
companies are left dealing with the selection, encouragement, 
and training of their technical people to become Seller/Doers.  
This is a challenge all environmental consulting and engineering 
companies face every day.
Here are some tips you may want to use when promoting your 
firm’s capabilities:
Not everyone should be tasked with marketing your 
services:
Being a professional scientist or engineer does not mean that 
marketing capabilities are automatic. Highly technical people 

It is now five years since our firm was established. It is with pride that I am able to confirm that what 
was understood to be a need to provide corporate advisory services to the industry, has thrived as a 
business.
Leroy and I have worked on over fifty projects with diverse assignments nationwide, and we are grateful 
to those clients who trusted in our abilities to provide them our services. Their requirements, challenges 
and invaluable feedback have encouraged us to stay focused and determined as we target the next 
milestones at F&M Management.

Faramarz Bogzaran, EP, Managing Partner
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may not feel comfortable taking on the business development 
role in your organization. In fact placing  people with little comfort 
in business development may be detrimental. Passive marketing 
through highly technical and competent delivery of the results, 
reports and recommendations by this group of professionals, is 
the best way to utilize these individuals to market your firm; their 
deliverables are the best marketing they can do.
Putting your clients to sleep - “The Snooze Factor”! 
When giving a presentation to a potential client it is critical that 
you address the needs of the client, provide solutions to the 
challenges the client is facing, and avoid emphasis on services 
your competitors already provide to them. These are some points 
which will help to prevent putting clients to sleep when giving a 
presentation to convince them to use your services: 
• Speak with enthusiasm, avoid monotone delivery of the 

message
• Use large fonts for ease of reading and interest
• Use colour and highlights in your slide presentations
• Use animations to highlight key points and direct the flow of 

the presentation
• Use more visual delivery methods i.e. graphs, charts, pictures, 

video clips to explain concepts rather than “walls of text”  
• Slides should be engaging, not loaded with technical 

information 
• Emphasize the solutions you will provide rather than simply 

outlining what services you offer
• Tell the client how you will help him deal with his company 

challenges
• Price is not always the only driver, do not commoditize your 

services

Continued on next page...
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The following graph shows possible outcomes for an audience’s 
attention during the course of the presentation – I call this the 
“Snooze Factor”.  Use the guidelines above strive to achieve the solid 
line, and not the dashed ones! 

1. High expectation and attention, ending in total failure (worst case 
scenario)

2. Starting with very low expectations, finishing on a very high note 
(not realistic as most clients would not allow you to complete the 
presentation if attention wasn’t held at the start)  

3. Starting with high attention and expectations, then steadily losing 
them as your presentation progresses but finish on high note 
(you have put them to sleep when you hit the bottom)

4. Very low attention and expectations, elevating to the highest 
level but losing them at the end (start low, finish low)

5. The scenario that provides you with the highest level of attention 
but due to your presentation content and delivery the client’s 
attention remains high with some lows. (most realistic scenario)

The reality is that regardless of how effective a presenter you are 
or how interesting the content of your presentation, if you lose the 
client’s attention, the most important element is how to get them back 
on track.
Ten seconds rule:
When showcasing your services at trade shows and conferences 
by exhibiting, you may have only a crucial 10 seconds to gain the 
attention of new and potential clients to your booth. Here are some 
tips to maximize your impact in those first few seconds:
• Have knowledgeable people manning your booth, representing 

your services. Strong sales attr ibutes are essential at 
tradeshows. Not all technical people can deliver your message

• Make sure your booth is not cluttered with text and irrelevant 
information about your services

• Use pictures and videos clearly showing the benefits of your 
services

• Demonstrate your knowledge of the clients’ challenges and how 
your company deals with those challenges
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Marketing and Sales Strategy
Your company needs a Marketing and Sales Strategy that can be 
flexible to adapt to the market. Many organizations in the absence of 
a clear and effective Marketing and Sales Strategy find themselves 
chasing markets that are either not in line with their current business 
strategy or which focus on markets that are already saturated with 
their competitors with no clear advantage or differentiator to offer to 
the market.
Many technical professionals have difficulty saying “no” to new 
opportunities regardless of whether that opportunity is in line with the 
firm’s business strategy. Unfortunately, lack of a clear and concise 
marketing strategy may lead to entering markets that are not in line 
with the company core business, and commoditize markets resulting 
in deploying your employees in generating non-profitable or low 
margin business.
Is more training the answer?
Marketing and sales techniques— tools to market and sell services 
— are some of the few items that can be acquired by your people 
through training. However, delivering these techniques in an effective 
manner mainly depends on who will deliver it and how effectively 
these techniques can be applied.  Be sure to train employees who 
exhibit the acumen to be good communicators with strong attributes 
to deliver the message without too much inhibition; this will ensure 
maximum impact for your training dollars.
The lowest hanging fruits
The simplest method is to market your services to your exiting 
clients with a diversified portfolio. For example, if your organization 
currently provides consultancy services to the downstream side of 
the oil and gas sector, it would make sense to adopt a marketing 
strategy to penetrate in the midstream and upstream divisions for that 
client, provided that your organization has the resources, technical 
qualifications and geographic coverage.
In summary, professional services companies spend millions of 
dollars to promote the company and its services. It is imperative that 
this investment is deployed with an effective strategy in line with the 
company’s short- and long-term business strategies. Review your 
marketing and sales strategy regularly and modify as the market may 
change or be influenced by various factors that may or may not be 
under your organization’s control.

Faramarz Bogzaran, EP
Managing Partner
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Target ing Market ing Dol lars
Marketing is a corporate resource that can be 
difficult to directly benchmark effectiveness.  
For someone like myself, who is interested in 
analyzing data relationships, it can be tough to 
find quantitative approaches to marketing.  I know 
I can’t compute the return-on-investment for the 
$20,000 annual golf tournament; however, I can 

see the qualitative impact it can have for the business.  Technical 
people can sometimes underestimate the value of these events, 
but the sales managers and project managers truly appreciate the 
ability to build relationships.  You can’t put a value on the goodwill 
that this type of marketing can create.
When it comes to spending your marketing and sales dollars there 
are some analytics that can help steer you in the right direction.  
One approach is to evaluate current spending patterns by your 
clients and a second, is to look at what sectors to which you provide 
services are shrinking and growing for your business.
For the first case the analysis is a simple one, but one which is 
almost never done.  The first time results are often surprising.  The 
simplest approach is to group clients’ revenue on an annual basis 
into total categories and assess how many clients are in each.  
Figure 1 shows this analysis using sample data.   

This shows that nearly 75% of the company’s clients generate 
less than $10,000 in revenue per year.  When the revenue 
categories are compared to the percentage of total revenue the 
picture completely changes (Figure 2).  75% of the company’s 
clients generate less than 5% of the company’s total revenue.  
Using this information, you can start determining which services 
you are providing to those clients and how profitable those 
services are.   You may find some surprises and decide to shift 
your marketing to different groups and services.
A second approach would be evaluating the market sectors you 
are servicing.  Spending some time to classify your clients and 
revenue into specific market sectors is well worth the effort.  Look 
for trends in year-over-year revenue from different sectors and 
then determine why these trends are occurring.  Most reasons 
would be external, but there may be some internal reasons as 
well.  The understanding of these trends can greatly aid your 
decisions regarding what sectors on which to spend your 
marketing dollars.
In summary, the value of good marketing might not be directly 
quantifiable.  However, you can use available data to determine 
which market sectors and service offerings may benefit from these 
qualitative investigations.

Leroy Banack, M.Sc., EP
Senior Partner> $250K
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$1K - $10K
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Figure	1:	Number	of	clients	per	annual	revenue	category	

M&A News
Q3-2015

• Stantec (Edmonton,  Canada)  acqui red VI 
Engineering (Houston, TX)

• CEI Architecture (Vancouver, Canada) joined HDR 
(Omaha. NE)  

• Trinity Consultants (Dallas, TX) acquired Minnow 
Environmental (Georgetown, Canada)

• WSP Global (Montreal, Canada) acquired Faveo 
Group (Oslo, Norway) and Levelton (Richmond, 
Canada)

• Lapointe Engineering (Kitimat, Canada) joined 
Hatch (Mississauga, Canada)

 > $250K!
64%!

$10K - $250K!
32%!

$1K - $10K!
3%! <$1K!

1%!

Figure	  2:	  	  %	  of	  revenue	  generated	  per	  annual	  revenue	  category	  	  
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The Hol iday Party
We are approaching the holiday season which 
means many of you are planning staff parties in 
appreciation of the hard work and dedication your 
workforce puts out all year long.  While preparing 
to host a staff event, there are some important 
considerations to bear in mind if you’re planning to 
provide alcohol.  Here are a few tips for employers 
to limit risk and liability while playing host:  

• Establish a policy.  Clearly outline a written policy regarding 
alcohol consumption at company-hosted events.  State that the 
company does not condone excessive drinking and that there is 
zero tolerance for drinking and driving.  

• Word your invitations correctly.  In your invites, remind 
employees of the company’s stance on alcohol at events and 
that the company opposes over-consumption and driving while 
impaired.

• Provide safe rides home.  It is the employer ’s duty, if 
providing alcohol at events, to arrange for safe rides home for 
staff.  Provide taxi vouchers, hire a shuttle or assign designated 
drivers for staff events.

• Monitor consumption.  Keep an eye out at the event and 
assign a responsible person to help monitor consumption.

• Take action if someone is intoxicated.  In these instances, 
you will need to do more than simply provide taxi vouchers.  
Take further steps to guarantee the employee is home safely 
by ensuring they are in a taxi or by sending a sober individual 
along for the ride.  

Taking these steps to ensure safety and also limit exposure to risk 
will ensure your holiday staff party, or any company hosted event, is 
a success.     
Lauren Semancik, CHRP
Senior Associate

F&M Tip Who 
is
F&M

F&M Management Ltd., offers a 

range of corporate advisory services 

to the engineering/consulting 

and environmental sector with 

emphasis on the following 

disciplines:

• Mergers and Acquisitions

• Management Buyouts & 

Company Valuation

• Strategic Planning

• Business Optimization

• Management Transition & 

Corporate Restructuring

• Due Diligence Services

• Corporate Governance

• Project Management Training

• Shareholder & Management 

Training

• Program Management & 

Implementation

Visit our website for more 

information on how we can assist 

you with your organization’s 

business success.

300-1055 West Hastings Street 

Vancouver, BC V6E 2E9  

t  604.609.6175  

f  604.684.6024 

e  info@fmmltd.com

 www.fmmltd.com


